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Abstract: Scholars have proposed many approaches to represent and analyze value creation.
Value creation in ecosystems such as platform ecosystems often relies on a specific structure of
partner alignment. Value modeling techniques can improve the understanding of how ecosystem
risks and non-generic complementarities determine value creation and the alignment structures
required. First, we conceptualize ecosystem analysis as a tool for alignment in the context of
business innovation. Then, we carry out a structured literature review to identify existing techniques,
which could support ecosystem analysis. Further, we provide a comprehensive overview of the
value modeling techniques and integrate our ecosystem analysis conceptualization with existing
classification frameworks. This integrative framework allows researchers and scholars to identify
techniques that suit specific needs in terms of internal alignment reach, tooling, innovation phase and
ecosystem analysis. Our results show limited support for ecosystem analysis. Still we are able to
identify techniques that can provide a useful conceptual or tooling basis to enable ecosystem analysis.

Keywords: value model; ecosystem; platform; alignment; tool

1. Introduction

Value modeling techniques enable the understanding, communication and analysis of value
creation. Researchers and practitioners use well-established approaches such as e3value [1] and its
tools [2] to analyze the profitability of value constellations from a multi-actor perspective. While
value modeling in information systems and management science dates back at least to the mid-90s
(cf. e.g., [3,4]), the socio-technical change caused in recent years by digital technologies [5], especially
by digital platforms, has increased the focus of the analysis of value creation to the ecosystem of
actors that forms around them [3]. In particular, the discipline of information systems proposes value
modeling techniques and other business model representations to understand dependencies and
enable alignment with other abstraction layers such as strategy or IT [4,6]. However, value creation in
(platform) ecosystems relies on partner alignment structures [7,8] and requires the understanding of
ecosystem risks and complementarities. The analysis of ecosystem risks, however, is currently not
supported by any value modeling technique or other business representation [9].

Digital platforms de-link assets from value, re-intermediate, and aggregate markets to disrupt
business models and industry structures [10]. By enabling direct and indirect value co-creation, complex
networks of innovation form around them, where business models intersect and interoperate across
different players, calling for richer models that delineate interdependent ecosystems [11]. Researches
study the relationships in these ecosystems and their implications for business model design of a
platform, for example, to inform the relationship management with complementors [12]. To better
understand how these and other elements impact the structure and dynamics of platform ecosystems
and the business models involved, not only models but also software tools are needed [13].

Previous works in the domains of information systems, management science and engineering
have proposed and applied different value modeling techniques to understand, communicate and
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analyze business models and ecosystems. Previous comprehensive literature reviews have provided a
synthesizing framework and overview of existing techniques [14] as well as classified visualization
techniques according to the cognitive functions and the phases of the business innovation process
they support [15]. The purpose of this work is twofold: first, to integrate both existing classification
frameworks so we can provide a comprehensive overview and, second, to examine how the analysis
of value creation in ecosystems is supported with which existing value modeling techniques. We
find that, despite the many value modeling techniques available, conceptual and tool support for
ecosystem analysis is limited. We are able, however, to identify some techniques that could enable
analyses that could lead to a better understanding of the alignment structures required to co-create
value. The structure of the rest of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the theoretical
background on value modeling we use in this work. In Section 3, we explain our methodology in
terms of search process and synthesis approach. We then present our results in Section 4, discuss and
conclude in Section 5.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Value Modeling and Business Model Representations
Early business value models have been used to identify key performance measures and design

variables for information technology [16] and to understand how to exploit complementarities to
maximize organizational payoff [17]. With the increasing relevance of third parties in value creation,
the modeling tools used by practitioners and researchers have evolved to analyze the increasing
amount of firms involved in value creation [7]. Nowadays, researchers can pick from a pool of different
value modeling approaches such as e3-value [1,18], SimulValor [19], Resource-event-agent [20], Value
delivery meta model [21] or dynamic business model canvas [22], to name just a few, available to
model and analyze ecosystems as well as understand the business models involved. Such approaches
are also known as business model representations. Business model representations are defined as a
mix of textual and graphical elements, or an ontology [23], used as tools for improving understanding,
analysis, experimentation and for defining underlying information systems requirements [14]. Value
modeling, in particular, depicts transfers of economic value that take place between the actors of
a value constellation [24]. A value model shows which actors are involved and which objects of
economic value are exchanged [25]. We use these definitions and consider value-modeling techniques
to be a subcategory of business model representations that has to allow the modeling of multi-actor
value creation. Value models of (platform) ecosystems can increase the odds of success when
designing a platform and understanding the business models that will intersect through it to form an
ecosystem. Some classification frameworks for business model representations have been proposed
for ontologies [26], to provide a comprehensive overview [14], to differentiate between environmental
and internal concepts [27], to differentiate types of value, flows and decision variables [28], and to
differentiate content views and graphical forms [15].

2.2. Business, Innovation and Platform Ecosystems
Value creation in ecosystems has been discussed in the context of business, innovation and

platform ecosystems. We discuss shortly these three because we understand platform ecosystems to be
an innovation ecosystem that, in turn, shares the characteristics of a business ecosystem. Business
ecosystems have been described as economic communities supported by a foundation of interacting
organizations and individuals which coevolve their capabilities and roles, and tend to align themselves
with the direction set by one or more central companies that enable members to move toward shared
visions to align their investments, and to find mutually supportive roles [29]. For an innovation
(business) ecosystem to be successful (i.e., achieve Pareto equilibrium) partners need to be aligned and
design strategies to approach alignment around not only structure and roles but also around ecosystem
risks, namely co-innovation and adoption chain risks [7]. Here, and for the rest of this work, alignment
is understood as the extent to which there are compatible incentives and motives, as well as consistent
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activity configurations among the ecosystem partners [7]. Further, the specific alignment structures
required to be able to create value are determined by non-generic unique and/or supermodular (i.e.,
more of A makes B more valuable) complementarities [8].

Value creation in ecosystems has also been described in the context of IT enabled business models
(e.g., [30]) and, in particular, digital platforms. A platform ecosystem is comprised by a core technical
platform and the apps that complement it [13,31]. Accordingly, the information technologies that
ecosystem actors provide, such as application programming interfaces, are an important factor for
cultivating a platform ecosystem [32]. Companies such as Google, Apple or Facebook use multisided
business models to capture value from information involving the coordination of business models
in networks of developers and content providers [11]. Digital platform ecosystems have proven
disruptive in information-intensive industries ranging from mobile telecommunications (e.g., Android,
iOS) to finance (e.g., PayPal, Apple Pay, Kickstarter) and mobility (e.g., Uber), to health care (e.g.,
PatientsLikeMe) [13].

2.3. Ecosystem Strategy and Ecosystem Risks
An ecosystem strategy is defined as the approach of a focal firm to the alignment of partners

(e.g., complementors) which need to innovate or adopt an innovation for a value proposition to
materialize [7]. This innovation or adoption need can be challenged by ecosystem risks. Successfully
approaching the ecosystem risks that arise when co-innovation and adoption is required to create
value, can lead to better partner alignment.

Co-innovation risk is defined as the challenge that partners face when developing the ability to
undertake the new activities that underlie their planned contributions. Adoption chain risk as the
partners’ willingness to undertake the required activities, raising questions of priorities and incentives
for participation [7]. We illustrate this in the context of digital platforms. A co-innovation risk could
arise when a complementary service or application needs to be modified in order for a value proposition
envisioned for a platform to materialize. An adoption chain risk would arise if a platform requires
partners to share data in order for the platform to be able to capture value from a complimentary
business intelligence services offered on the basis of that data. Successfully approaching these risks
would bring these partners into roles and positions they are satisfied with (i.e., partner alignment), and
which is required for value to be created or captured [7].

2.4. Towards an Integrative Theoretical Framework
Value models, specially business model representations, can be used to internally align strategy,

business processes and IT/IS [4]. However, with the increasing number of actors involved in
interdependent value creation as is the case in platform ecosystems, an external actor alignment
structure becomes necessary. Ecosystem risks can endanger an interdependent value proposition
and firms need to first be able to recognize them to then be able to create conditions for closing
identified gaps (i.e., approach partner alignment) [7]. Besides the identification of ecosystem risks
as an argument for the need of an alignment structure, we also want to consider the extent of the
underlying complementarity (unique, supermodular or non-generic) [8]. Further, alignment between
the ecosystem and the ideas generated for business model innovation to ensure external alignment
happens during the initiation phase, which is the first iterative loop of the business innovation
process [33]. Figure 1 provides an overview of a proposed integrative framework where ecosystem
analysis, comprised by the analysis of ecosystem roles, structure, risks and complementarities can
provide insights on how to approach the partner alignment needed to create value in ecosystems.
Hence, with this integrative framework, we intend to extend the conceptualization of business model
representations, specifically value modeling techniques, as tools not only for intra-organizational
alignment, but as tools for inter-organizational alignment.

We briefly illustrate the proposed framework. An ecosystem actor might want to innovate its
business model, therefore requiring a suitable representation depending on the innovation phase
it finds itself in. Depending on the innovation, internal re-alignment between some of the strategy,
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business model, business process or IS/IT layers may be required. If external, inter-firm, alignment is
needed, ecosystem roles can be analyzed using ontologies. Ecosystem structure can be analyzed using
the positions and links of a value model. While the analysis of roles and structure can help to identify
gaps in partner expectations, the analysis of ecosystem risks and the nature of complementarity enable
a deeper understanding of alignment needs. Such an ecosystem analysis could improve the odds
of success in aligning the partners and thus creating the necessary conditions for an ecosystem to
thrive. In the next section, we build on this proposed framework to be able to categorize the techniques
identified depending on their suitability for ecosystem analysis.Computers 2019, 8, x FOR PEER REVIEW 4 of 16 
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3. Research Method

3.1. Literature Search Approach

The review of the literature follows [34]. Although we only discuss in detail a selected sample
of works that relate to the same concepts as we go about the implications in the next sections, we
try to be exhaustive in our search as described next. To identify value modeling techniques, we
build on the literature review on business model representations carried out by [14], focusing on
the period after 2011 to update and extend their conceptualization and review. To identify relevant
works, we performed a forward and a backward search for the value modeling techniques identified
by them. We went forward by searching for articles that cited the articles identified in their review.
Then we went backwards by reviewing the articles cited in the ones identified in the forward search.
The database queried was Scopus, limited to the domains “computer science”, “decision sciences”,
“business, management and accounting”, as well as “engineering”. To narrow down the results, the
keywords “business model representation”, “business model ontology”, “business modeling” and
“conceptual model” were searched for in the abstracts. We consequently performed the backward
search based on the relevant works identified in the results of the previous step. Although Scopus
results encompass only conference papers and journal articles, the backward search performed on the
query results led us to include cited books and dissertations in our review as well.

3.2. Literature Synhtesis Approach

The works we identified at the end of the search process were categorized: (1) following [4], to
provide a general overview; (2) following [15], according to their suitability for different business model
innovation phases; and (3), following [7] and [8] respectively, whether they support the modeling of
ecosystem risks, as well as the nature of complementarities. The classification framework presented in
Table 1 provides an overview of existent value modeling techniques. We do this by integrating and
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extending two existing frameworks used to classify business model representations. In addition, to
make our overview more understandable, we have grouped the works on the vertical axis according to
the nature of the analysis they support: conceptual, heuristic, mathematic, ontological or stochastic.
Next, we explain each of the dimensions and corresponding categories used on the vertical axis.

3.2.1. Alignment, Perspective, Notation and Tooling

We first include the dimensions and classes from the first comprehensive classification
framework [14]: reach, perspective, notation principle and tool support. The reach differentiates
between layers: strategy, business model, business process and IT/IS. The perspective can be either a
single view or multiple views depending on specific aspects of a business model. The notation principle
can be either map-based, like a spatially structured template, or network based, with different graphical
notations depending on the concept. A map-based approach is suitable for describing large numbers of
concepts, but less for depicting relationships between elements. A network-based notation is suitable
to depict the complex networks that characterize platform ecosystems. Therefore, in our results we only
include business model representations with a network-based approach, excluding those not fitting
with the definition of value modeling presented before. Finally, the value modeling techniques can
be just a formalization, or already implemented as a design or even a financial evaluation tool. Since
we are not only interested in financial evaluation, but rather in experimentation-enabled innovation
in general, we additionally categorize using the term “other evaluation” to include other types of
analyses as well.

3.2.2. Business Model Innovation and Cognitive Needs

We also include the dimensions and classes from another comprehensive synthesizing effort
carried out from a cognitive perspective [15]. In their review, the authors propose a classification
framework according to the information transmitted (content) and the graphic form of the value
modeling technique. They do this to identify which ones are more suitable, given a specific phase
in the process of business model innovation. We accordingly show which view on value creation
is available in the different techniques: elements, transactions or causality. The phase of business
model innovation “initiation and integration”, the authors argue, are best supported, respectively, by
brainstorming webs with an elements view, by conceptual maps with causal or transactional views, and
by graphic organizers with an elements view. We accordingly include the categories are brainstorming
webs, conceptual maps and graphic organizers within the dimension graphic form. As mentioned
above, ecosystem analysis usually takes place in the initiation phase of the process of business model
innovation. Accordingly, in Table 1 we only include those business model representations that are
conceptual maps that depict causality and/or transactions.

3.2.3. Ecosystem Analysis

Firms in ecosystems define their ecosystem strategy around a vision of structure, roles,
and activity-based risks that arise from the partners’ ability to undertake new activities (co-innovation)
and from their willingness to adopt an innovation (adoption chain) [7]. Also platform ecosystems
where participants have supermodular complementarities that are non-generic, require the creation of
a specific structure of relationships and alignment to create value [8]. This dimension aims at assessing
the usefulness of a value modeling technique in evaluating ecosystem risks and thus analyzing
ecosystems. We categorize the dimension ecosystem analysis in activity configuration, to examine if
partner dependence is explicit at this level. We also include categories for co-innovation and adoption
risks, to examine if a given technique allows for the analysis of ecosystem risks. Further, in order to
enable the modeling of the nature of complementarity, we include the categories unique, supermodular
and non-generic to specify which techniques depict either of those types.
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4. Results

Table 1 shows the business model representations we identified as value modeling techniques.
This means those with a network-based notation and appropriate for the initiation phase to support
the configuration of value constellations. We classified the selected value modeling techniques using
the dimensions and corresponding classes described in the previous section and sorted the works
chronologically. In our search process, we identified in total 67 works proposing business model
representations or extensions. Of these, 12 had already been identified by [14] and an additional 32
by [15]. For the sake of completeness, we show the remaining 31 representations that the literature
search yielded, and we do not consider value-modeling techniques, in Table A1 of Appendix A.

Eight techniques reach from the business model layer only to the strategy layer. Only two reach
from the business process through the business model up to the strategy layer: Eriksson-Penker
business extensions [35] and e3value [1] with its extensions towards the strategy [36] and the process
layer [37]. Only one [17] reaches from the strategy, through business model and process layers down
to the IT/IS layer. 14 allow multiple views. Besides depicting actors, only three [21,22,28] explain
causalities and allow insights on transactions. While most value modeling techniques are conceptual
maps, only three [22,38,39] are also graphic organizers. Most of the value modeling techniques
identified are rather formalized, which is a prerequisite for tooling. While 15 techniques also offer
some kind tool support, only a handful (11) support evaluation.

Table 1. Overview of identified value modeling techniques and extensions. (Source: own analysis,
based on [7,8,14,15]).
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Kundisch et al. [14] had already shown which business model representations could be used
for structure and roles. Täuscher and Abdelkafi [15] showed which ones to use taking the cognitive
challenges of specific phases of the business model innovation process. We expected that, as platform
ecosystems and the way the firms involved strategically approach it, become increasingly relevant for
the business models involved, ecosystem risks and the nature of complementarities would be depicted
by techniques available. To find out if the value modeling techniques available can be effectively
used to analyze digital platform ecosystems, we built on ecosystem theory. Specifically, on theory
developments that point at ecosystem risks [7] and the nature of complementarity [8] as some of the
main determinants of an ecosystem alignment structure and, therefore, of an ecosystem strategy. Table 1
shows limited possibilities to analyze ecosystems from the ecosystem risk and the complementarity
perspectives. Nevertheless, it allows to identify techniques that could provide insights on how to
model activity-level interdependence, which can be used to model ecosystem risks. Inter-firm activity
configuration is explicit in two techniques [21,28], while none currently takes the ecosystem risks
introduced above into account. Also, the table allows us to identify one technique which could provide
insights on how to model supermodularity of complementarities [17].

5. Discussion and Conclusions

5.1. Enabling Support for Ecosystem Analysis

Given the increasing relevance of platform ecosystems and their relation to the business models
involved, we believe that value-modeling techniques can be useful explanatory, design and evaluation
tools. The overview provided should further enable cumulative research, as researchers are able
to identify suitable techniques and build on available concepts and tools. While there are many
approaches proposing modeling concepts, far less approaches focus on ontological or mathematical
analysis. Only one approach identified uses heuristic analysis while another allows stochastic analysis.
Future research might try to include new heuristics to automate analyses, while many stochastic
methods remain unexplored in this domain. Further, we are able to show the shortcomings that the
techniques available have when compared to late developments in ecosystem theory. From all the
works we reviewed, those that make partner interdependence explicit at the activity level and those
that model supermodular complementarities in their representation offer insights on how ecosystem
analysis might be enabled.

The overview provided can be used to identify existing value modeling techniques that best suit a
certain alignment or innovation purpose, to conceptually extend it, and even implement ecosystem risk
or complementarity analysis in a software tool. To enable ecosystem analysis as conceptualized here,
we identify existent techniques which could be enhanced or serve as a conceptual basis. The modified
SimulValor [28] or the value delivery metamodel [21] depict activity-level interdependence and could
therefore serve as a conceptual basis to enable ecosystem risk analysis. From a tooling perspective, due
to its sound scientific foundations, documentation and availability, e3value [63] with its e3tool [2,64],
which already supports advanced fraud risk analysis, can be a good basis to support ecosystem risk
analysis. Regarding the nature of complementarities, the concepts presented by [17] shed some light
on how to model supermodular complementarities, which, especially since it reaches down to the
IS/IT layer, is very valuable to analyze the socio-technical systems that platform ecosystems are. A
good basis for extensions, from an internal alignment perspective, could be business extensions [35],
business engineering meta model [65] or e3-value [1], which has a rich family of conceptual and tool
extensions (see e.g., [36,37,62,66–68]).

5.2. Avenues of Future Research

Future research could extend existing concepts and tools such those of e3-value framework to make
interdependence explicit at the activity or transaction level. Together with the analysis of structure and
roles, ecosystem risk analysis and complementarity modeling can enable the design of better ecosystem
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strategies. Researchers could then assess the dynamics of the alignment structure that specific business
model designs of platforms require. Ecosystem risks and the nature of complementarities could be
included as new determinants of the performance of business model design in such contexts where
interdependence plays an essential role. To enable agile and informed business model design, software
tool extensions that support the analysis of the impact of interdependence on profit or value could
be implemented. Advanced risk analysis functionalities such as sensitivity analysis and methods for
automated model generation, as proposed by [24], could be used to evaluate external or inter-firm
alignment structures. Thus, we see a promising avenue of research in the evaluation, maybe using the
ecosystem analysis concepts reviewed here, of the partner alignment structures embedded in platform
value models.

Existing variables and processes criteria could be combined to developed new hybrid ecosystem
theory contributions. New explainable variables for ecosystem alignment could also be drawn from
empirical or design science research aiming at validating the effectivity of value modeling techniques as
design, explanatory or evaluation tools. This could extend current design theory of value modeling or
platform ecosystem theory and contribute to their understanding. Further, formal semantics, theorems
and proofs are still needed to increase rigor with axioms in most value modeling techniques identified.
Formalization can in turn lead to some automation for entering information in value modeling tools or
for translating from there to other tools (cf. [69]). One example is the automated translation of a value
model into more concrete elements such as organizational structures (e.g., departments, units, human
re-sources), business processes (e.g., workflows (responsibilities) and IT/IS architectures [70].

5.3. Limitations

We limit our conceptualization of ecosystem analysis to the analysis of ecosystem roles, structure
ans risks [7] together with the concept of non-generic unique or supermodular complementarity [8]. We
use these concepts as criteria against which we hold up the value modeling techniques we identified.
As an argument of sufficiency, although not completeness, other authors [31,71] also see the need to
deal with these same risks. Also, although complementarity in value modeling is not new [17], the
conceptualization of non-generic unique or supermodular complementarity is relatively new [8]. We
recognize that further criteria to assess the suitability of value modeling techniques for ecosystem
analysis could be identified in platform, innovation or business ecosystem theory we did not cover
here. While research areas such as enterprise modeling and supply chain management intersect
with some of the concepts and objectives discussed here, [28] for example, compare some enterprise
modeling languages with the purpose of modeling a value network, and opt for a value modeling
technique because, they do not include a value perspective. Regarding tool support, supply chain
management literature, which we did not cover here, could provide complementing insights when it
comes to simulation methods. Further, our classification does not go into detail regarding simulation
methods used by the works identified. Some of the value modeling techniques and representations
identified use methods such as system dynamics, agent-based or discrete event simulation to model the
relationships between concepts. Since the concepts in each work identified themselves give a specific,
not equal, meaning to the concepts of the underlying simulation method (e.g., the stocks, flows and
causal loops of the system dynamics method), we differentiate the works identified depending on the
value-creating concepts that are modelled using e.g., system dynamics concepts. Future research may
try to synthesize modeling techniques by looking at the simulation methods and concepts used.

5.4. Conclusion

Value modeling could be valuable for the design of platform business models that are characterized
by ecosystem interdependencies. To examine to which extent the techniques currently available fulfill
this promise, we carried out a literature review. We updated and, by conceptualizing ecosystem
analysis, extended previous literature reviews on business model representations since they covered
value-modeling techniques as well. We integrate their conceptualizations with ecosystem theory
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concepts to add a new determinant of business models design: ecosystem analysis, which is comprised
by the analysis of ecosystem roles, structure, risks and complementarities. Using this extended
conceptual framework, we examined to which extent value modeling techniques currently support
ecosystem analysis. The overview we provide serves a foundation with which researchers and
practitioners can identify suitable value modeling techniques and tools, depending on specific internal
or external alignment needs. We could only identify very limited concepts and tools available to enable
ecosystem analysis. Nevertheless, we could identify some techniques that provide some conceptual or
tooling basis for ecosystem analysis and provide insight for future research on possible extensions of
existing techniques.
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Appendix A

Table A1. Overview of business model representations and extensions identified, excluding the
representations presented as value modeling techniques in Table 1. (Source: own analysis, based
on [7,8,14,15]).
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Table A1. Cont.
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